INTRODUCTION
for image reconstruction are image variance can be spacemay be useful to augment displays images with displays of variance an indication of uncertainty to the e diagnosis. Variance and covariance also be useful for purposes such
Hiiesman's weighting method [2, 31 peialized-likelihood (PL) estimators, statistically significant regions in studies [4, 51, or for evaluating image algorithm performance. This paper simple method for computing tne variances of image pixel values in isual Poisson statistical model for the by PL methods.
Yi [6]:
G = { g z J } represents the ci' s represent attenuation and random coincidences i=l the geometric system response [7] , ray-dependent factors such as deiector efficiency, and the T , ' S denote and scatter. The log-likelihood is: , where "'" denotes matrix transpose. We focus on the case of penalized-likelihood image reconstruction:
where R(X) is a roughness penalty included for regularization. The resolutionhoise tradeoff is controlled by P ~71.
THEORY
For the objective function (4), we derived in [l] that is the Hessian matrix of the penalty function. Using methods described in [l] , one can calculate the variance of selected pixels of interest using (5) : and where reflects the effective "certainty" of the j t h pixel [7] .
Elsewhere we consider general convex penalty functions [SI. Here, we restrict attention to the modified penalty function proposed in [7] , defined by where ~" j is defined by (7) and where Nj is the four nearest neighbors of pixel j . As shown in [7] , the Hessian of R (&) is approximately the following: Substituting the approximations (6) and (9) into ( 5 ) and simplifying yields the following approximation for the image covariance:
where
The matrix K ( P ) is the image covariance matrix that one would obtain if we had assumed the white Gaussian noise model -jj = GAS noise, and had used the standard quadratically-penalized unweighted least-squares (QPULS) estimator:
The additional ycj terms in the proposed covariance approximation (10) account for the nonuniform variance of the Poisson measurements.
In PET, the matrix K ( P ) is independent of all object-dependent factors, so portions of this matrix can be precomputed. In particular, we can precompute and store its diagonal elements [K(P)]jj: (12) We can precompute and store a table of (p, o,"(P)) pairs for several values of p. This table needs to be computed only once for a given system G and regularizer R. From n = M P I l j j = ~pwkj. Combining (12) 
RESULTS
To evaluate the proposed variance approximations we simulated 2000 realizations of PET emission scans using the emission phantom shown in Fig. 1. (The simulation parameters are identical to those discussed in [7] .) From each sinogram realization we computed 4 using 10 iterations of the PML-SAGE-3 algorithm of [9] and the modified quadratic penalty of [7] . We also computed the PL estimates for the standard quadratic penalty function patial resolution [7] 
